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Gordon Gets a New Lease on Life

Gordon continues to advance scientific
discovery as part of a new partnership
with the Simons Foundation’s prestigious
Flatiron Institute in New York. Under
a two-year agreement, the majority of
Gordon will be used by the Institute for
ongoing research in astrophysics, biology, condensed matter physics, materials
science, and other domains. SDSC retains
a smaller portion of Gordon for use by
organizations including UC San Diego’s
Center for Astrophysics & Space Sciences
(CASS), SDSC’s OpenTopography project,
and other research needs within the
Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis
(CAIDA), based at SDSC.

Specifically, Gordon will be used in conjunction with the Simons Observatory, a
five-year $40 million project awarded by
the Foundation in May 2016 to a consortium of universities led by UC San Diego,
UC Berkeley, Princeton University, and the
University of Pennsylvania. In the Simons
Observatory, new telescopes will join the
existing POLARBEAR/Simons Array and
Atacama Cosmology Telescopes to produce an order of magnitude more data
than the current POLARBEAR experiment.
Read more at
https://goo.gl/CfZwmq
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Welcome
Like a spring bloom, March and April brought us a cornucopia of activity, the result of
planting many new seeds for future success at SDSC. I mentioned one such planting
in the previous issue, involving talks with the Simons Foundation in New York under
which the Foundation’s Flatiron Institute has taken over the majority of our Gordon
supercomputer for ongoing research in astrophysics, biology, condensed matter physics, materials science, and other domains. You can read more about that agreement
here and on the SDSC website. This is a solid testimony to Gordon’s data-intensive
capabilities, and another fine tribute to Allan Snavely’s visionary thinking. SDSC
retains a smaller portion of Gordon for use by various areas including UC San Diego’s
Center for Astrophysics & Space Sciences (CASS), SDSC’s OpenTopography project, and
other research needs within the Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA),
based at SDSC.
Speaking of CAIDA, founder KC Claffy is the subject of our Staff Innovator profile. KC
talks about some of the greatest challenges facing the internet today in terms of security, performance, universal access, and economic sustainability. These are just some of
the societal challenges, given that the internet’s architecture wasn’t designed for the
global political economy in which it now exists.
I also promised more details about a new National Science Foundation grant awarded
to SDSC to make upgrades to our campus’s Triton Shared Computing Cluster (TSCC).
Those upgrades, outlined on the back page of this issue, include new technologies
to provide accelerated bioinformatics computing capacity so that campus researchers can conduct thousands of additional whole-genome analyses per year, along with
the ability to conduct quick turnaround, single-genome analyses. The latter capability
could be particularly useful for precision medicine and emerging clinical applications
of genomics. Kudos again to Ron Hawkins, our industry relations director, for making
this happen.
Let me conclude by mentioning more innovation enabled by SDSC’s resources and
expertise. Comet was used in a novel study by Stanford researchers to develop a plastic
clothing fabric that cools the skin, while our own Alex Breuer led a team in performing the fastest seismic simulation to-date using a software system that will help
address some of the more challenging tasks at the Southern California Earthquake
Center. Alex will present a paper on the new software in June at the International
Super Computing (ISC) High Performance conference in Frankfurt, Germany.
Please enjoy this latest issue of SDSC Innovators!
Michael L. Norman
SDSC Director
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LATE-BREAKING NEWS

Image credit: NASA

SDSC, SIO Awarded NASA Topography Grant

Researchers Post Fastest Seismic Simulation to Date

Researchers at SDSC and Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO)
at UC San Diego have been awarded a NASA grant to develop a
cyberinfrastructure platform for discovery, access, and visualization
of data from NASA’s ICESat and upcoming ICESat-2 laser altimeter
missions. The new project, called OpenAltimetry, builds on technology that SDSC developed for its NSF-funded OpenTopography
facility, which provides web-based access to high-resolution
topographic data and processing tools for a broad range of research
communities. ICESat and ICESat-2 (scheduled for launch in 2018)
measure changes in the volume of Earth’s ice sheets, sea-ice
thickness, sea-level height, the structure of forest and brushland
canopies, and the distribution of clouds and aerosols.

Researchers at SDSC and Intel have successfully performed the
fastest seismic simulation to-date, as the two organizations
collaborate on ways to better predict ground motions to save
lives and minimize property damage. The latest simulations,
which mimic possible large-scale seismic activity in the southern
California region, were done using a new software system developed by the team called EDGE, for Extreme-scale Discontinuous
Galerkin Environment.

“OpenTopography has demonstrated that enabling online access
to data and processing tools via easy-to-use interfaces can significantly increase data use across a wide range of communities
in academia and industry and can facilitate new research breakthroughs,” said Viswanath Nandigam, associate director for SDSC’s
Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Development Lab. Nandigam also
is the principal investigator for the OpenTopography project and
co-PI of OpenAltimetry.

Faster simulations increase the resolved frequency range in the
simulated seismic wave field, resulting in improved accuracy factors. The need for higher frequencies, in a band beyond 10Hz, is
dictated by engineering requirements – while tall buildings are
resonant to comparably low frequencies, houses and more rigid
structures such as power plants are sensitive to higher frequencies. “EDGE is designed to simulate multiple earthquake events in
one execution of the software, allowing us to save time and costs
by exploiting similarities in the earthquake setups,” said Alexander
Breuer, a postdoctoral researcher with SDSC’s High Performance
Geocomputing (HPGeoC) Laboratory lab and lead author of a new
paper describing the software’s performance.

Read more at https://goo.gl/af8KM8

Read more at https://goo.gl/RYB3fO

Stanford Engineers Use Comet to Develop a Plastic Fabric that Cools the Skin
Stanford University researchers, with the aid
of Comet, have engineered a low-cost plastic
material that could become the basis for clothing that cools the wearer, reducing the need
for energy-consuming air conditioning. Describing their work in
a recent issue of Science, the researchers suggested that this new
family of fabrics could become the basis for garments that keep
people cool in hot climates without air conditioning.
“If you can cool the person rather than the building where they

work or live, that will save energy,” said Yi Cui, an associate professor of materials science and engineering at Stanford, and the
study’s principal investigator. The new material works by allowing the body to discharge heat in two ways that would make the
wearer feel nearly 4 degrees Fahrenheit cooler than if they wore
cotton clothing. It cools by letting perspiration evaporate through
the material, something ordinary fabrics already do—but it has a
second, revolutionary cooling mechanism: allowing heat that the
body emits as infrared radiation to pass through the plastic textile.
Read more at https://goo.gl/yJ1Y15
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STAFF INNOVATOR: KC Claffy

Analyzing “Computer Science’s Best Artifact”:
the Global Internet
By Warren Froelich

KC Claffy is founder and director of the Center for Applied
Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) and a resident research scientist
at SDSC. Her research interests span internet topology, routing,
security, economics, future internet architectures, and policy.
She leads CAIDA research and infrastructure efforts in internet
cartography, aimed at characterizing the changing nature of the
internet’s topology, routing and traffic dynamics, and investigating the implications of these changes on network science, architecture, infrastructure security and stability, and public policy.
In December 2016 Claffy was named to the second annual “10
Women in Networking/Communications That You Should Know”
list. An adjunct professor of computer science and engineering
at UC San Diego, Claffy has been at SDSC since 1991 and holds a
Ph.D. in Computer Science from the university.
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Q: When did you choose the study of the internet as
a career choice and what and/or who influenced this
decision?
Claffy: I fell in love with the internet when I got my first email account as a freshman at Stanford in 1987. My initial plan for grad
school was to study the interdisciplinary field of artificial intelligence but for a variety of reasons, including my discovery that
SDSC was an official node on the NSFNET backbone, I shifted my
dissertation to the study of traffic on that backbone. I finished my
thesis the same year the NSF decommissioned the backbone, leaving the internet infrastructure deployment to the private sector.
Since then it’s fair to say that the internet – computer science’s
best artifact ever – has played a huge role in the transformation of
the world. I’ve been lucky to be an internet scientific scholar, and
there’s no better place in the world to do so than at SDSC.

Q: What is CAIDA’s mission today and has that
mission changed since it was created in 1997?

realistic and representative data sets, and validation of inferences
from our own measurements and models.

Claffy: CAIDA’s mission focuses on engaging in and enabling research on internet infrastructure, behavior, usage, and evolution to
support network science, engineering, operations, and public policy.
Much of our activities historically have concentrated on the development, deployment, and maintenance of internet measurement of
infrastructure, data collection, and privacy-respecting data-sharing
frameworks. Our mission has evolved with the growth of the internet as a critical infrastructure, to better understand the security and
stability of network infrastructure and architecture; develop and
evaluate future information architectures, economics and public
policy; and the ethics of information technology research.

Q: How can we help the public understand the complex nature of the internet so we can make more
informed decisions about its future?
Claffy: Inspired by the SDSC Science Gateway Institute, we have
recently proposed a large collaboration to develop a new science
gateway that will offer interdisciplinary researchers more accessible,
calibrated and user-friendly tools to collect, analyze, query, and
interpret measurements of the internet ecosystem. We also recognize the importance of videos to explain our projects in terms nonexperts can understand. Recently we produced a video describing
the Spoofer Project that explains how packets flow on the internet
and how malicious actors can “spoof” the IP addresses in packets to
conduct denial of service attacks.

Q: Can you give me an example of a recent CAIDA
project that you feel has a benefit for both science
and society?

Q: What are the leading issues facing the internet
today that should be a priority for research, and how
is CAIDA assisting in those areas?

Claffy: CAIDA’s recent appointment as the Independent
Measurement Expert for the AT&T/DirecTV merger (a joint decision
by AT&T and the U.S. Federal Communication Commission) is a gratifying signal that both the public and private sector respect CAIDA’s
expertise and objectivity enough to trust us with this important and
unprecedented role in internet public policy.

Claffy: The greatest internet challenges – security, performance,
universal and equitable access and coverage, economic sustainability, and stewardship (sometimes thought in terms of consumer
protection or civil rights) – are societal challenges, amplified by the
fact that the internet architecture was not designed for the global
political economy in which it now operates. Any proposed solutions
to these problems will require the ability to assess their scope and
impact, and measure the effectiveness of any technical or policy
measures deployed to solve or mitigate them. CAIDA continues to
gather, curate, and share data in ways that will not only support
technical networking research but also inform policy.

Q: All researchers share certain frustrations and/
or barriers on their path to gratifying results. Can
you describe the toughest research hurdles you’ve
encountered?
Claffy: By far the biggest challenge is the opacity of the internet
infrastructure, or in more operational terms, acquiring access to

IPv4 and IPv6 AS Core:
Visualizing IPv4 and IPv6 Internet
Topology at a Macroscopic Scale
This visualization represents a macroscopic snapshot of IPv4 and IPv6
internet topology samples captured
in 2015. The plot illustrates both the
extensive geographical scope as well
as rich interconnectivity of nodes
participating in the global internet
routing system.
Credit: CAIDA
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FEATURED IMAGE & INNOVATION

Image of the Black Rock
Desert Wilderness, in
Western Humboldt
County, Nevada
The area covers almost 315,000 acres and is managed by
the Bureau of Land Management. The Wilderness contains
the eastern arm of the Black Rock Desert, which is the
dry lakebed of ancient Lake Lahonton. Elevations range
from 3,900 to 5,931 feet on top of Elephant Mountain.
The Wilderness contains important paleological resources
along the old lakeshore, and several mammoths have
been excavated from the area. These high-resolution lidar
topography data are made available via OpenTopography,
along with processing tools for generating derived
products. OpenTopography is supported by the National
Science Foundation to enable scientific research using
high-resolution topography.
Image: Barrett Salisbury, Arizona State University/OpenTopography.
Data: Lidar data acquisition by the National Center for Airborne
Laser Mapping for Yo Matsubara, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville.

More information can be found at
www.opentopography.org/about
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INNOVATION IN EDUCATION

More details are at
https://goo.gl/s4wMWB

Calling High School Students for UC San Diego’s Mentor Assistance Program
Applications for the Fall 2017-Spring 2018 Period Now Open
San Diego-area high school students interested in pursuing a career
in scientifically-based research are invited to apply to UC San
Diego’s Mentor Assistance Program (MAP), a campus-wide initiative
designed to engage students in a mentoring relationship with an
expert from a vast array of disciplines. Launched almost two years
ago by SDSC and the UC San Diego School of Medicine, MAP’s mission is to provide a pathway for student researchers to gain access
to UC San Diego faculty, post-doctoral fellows, Ph.D. candidates,
and staff to mentor them in their own field of interest.

Mentors are being recruited from across campus from fields
including athletics, biology, chemistry, aerospace engineering,
network architectures, pharmaceutical sciences, physics, social
studies, and more. “MAP is an opportunity for students to take
the first step into a potential career path, while simultaneously
building an early foundation for success in their academic career,”
said SDSC Education Manager and MAP co-founder Ange Mason.
The MAP student application process opened May 1 and will
remain open through June 4, 2017.

Get Ready for SDSC Summer
Institute 2017!
Popular Week-long Workshop is
Monday, July 31-Friday, August 4, 2017
This year’s week-long “Summer Institute” held by SDSC will focus
on a wide range of introductory-to-intermediate topics in highperformance computing (HPC) and data science for researchers in
academia and industry, especially those in domains that have not
traditionally used high-performance computing resources. SDSC
has developed and hosted Summer Institute workshops for well
over a decade.
“This program is also intended to assist researchers who have
science challenges that cannot typically be solved using local
computing resources,” said Andrea Zonca, an SDSC senior computational scientist and director of the Summer Institute, as well as
an instructor in several courses on computing frameworks used
to process large amounts of data distributed across thousands

of computer nodes. “The goal of this year’s program is to give
attendees an overview of topics in high-performance computing and data science, while accelerating their learning process
through interactive classes with hands-on tutorials on SDSC’s
Comet supercomputer.”
Full details of this year’s program at http://si17.sdsc.edu
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SDSC INDUSTRY PARTNERS NEWS

SDSC to Enhance Campus
Research Computing Resources
for Bioinformatics
We’re excited that SDSC was recently awarded a National Science Foundation (NSF)
grant funding upgrades to our campus’s Triton Shared Computing Cluster (TSCC) to
deliver targeted capabilities for bioinformatics analyses.

Learn about Industry Relations
sdsc.edu/collaborate/ipp.html

The grant is part of the NSF’s Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*) program, which
invests in coordinated campus-level cyberinfrastructure (CI) components of data,
networking, computing infrastructure, capabilities, and integrated services leading
to higher levels of performance, reliability, and predictability for science applications and distributed research projects. Learning and workforce development is also
addressed in the program, and science-driven requirements are the primary motivation for any project.
A key objective of the project, valued at almost half a million dollars and slated
to run through January 2018, is to leverage new technologies to provide accelerated computing capacity so that researchers can conduct thousands of additional
whole-genome analyses per year, while also having the ability to conduct quick
turnaround, single-genome analyses. The latter capability could be particularly
useful for precision medicine and emerging clinical applications of genomics.
We will implement a separate partition of TSCC with new technology designed to
address key areas of bioinformatics computing including genomics, transcriptomics,
and immune receptor repertoire analysis. The ‘BioBurst’ system will incorporate:
• An input/output (I/O) accelerator appliance using non-volatile
memory and software;
• A field programmable gate array (FPGA)-based computational
accelerator system;
• About 700 computing cores, which will access the I/O accelerator and
provide a separately scheduled resource for bioinformatics applications;
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• Integration with a large-scale, parallel file system with the capacity to stage
large amounts of data associated with many bioinformatics studies; and
• Job scheduler tuning to accommodate bioinformatics workflows.
Yours truly is the principal investigator for the project. Co-PIs include Terry
Gaasterland, a UC San Diego professor of computational biology and genomics,
and director of the Scripps Genome Center; SDSC Deputy Director Shawn Strande;
and Robert Sinkovits, director of SDSC’s scientific computing applications. We look
forward to the contributions this project can make to both science and commerce.
Ron Hawkins
SDSC Director of Industry Relations

